
 

 

  
 

7th May 2014 

MEDIA RELEASE 

POOL SAFETY IS VITAL - EVEN IN WINTER 
As the first frosts of winter encrust our windshields and jackets emerge from summer hibernation, Canberrans 
are being reminded not to let their guard down regarding swimming pool safety. 

Kidsafe ACT, Royal Life Saving ACT, and the ACT Child and Young People Death Review Committee have joined 
forces in a campaign advising Canberrans that swimming pools still pose a threat to life, even as temperatures 
plummet. 

Chair of the Review Committee, Dr Penny Gregory said “During the winter months, particularly in Canberra, 
swimming pools are probably the last thing on our minds. But the fact is that children still drown in pools 
during winter.  

“Just because it is freezing outside doesn't mean that the pool is not enticing to a child who's lost a ball, found 
a dead beetle, or been issued a dare.” 

Data collated by the NSW Government show that around 15% of child drownings in private swimming pools 
occurred during the winter months. The proportion is similar within the ACT. 

CEO of Kidsafe ACT, Mr Eric Chalmers said “A proper pool fence is vital, but even the best fence will be useless 
if the gate is propped open, it the latch doesn’t work, or if climbable objects such as outdoor chairs or 
barbeques are beside the fence. Pool fences are only part of the equation, and nothing beats common sense 
and good supervision.” 

Executive Director of Royal Life Saving ACT, Ms Cherry O’Connor added “People tend to be very conscious of 
pool safety during the summer months, but then forget about it in winter. We want to remind everyone that 
pool safety is important, all year round. 

The Royal Life Saving Society of Australia has produced a checklist for pool owners to assess the safety of their 
pool and surrounds. 

Ms O’Connor continued “The checklist is available on our website, from Kidsafe and even as an iphone app. 
We encourage every pool owner to utilise this list and assess the safety of their swimming pool. It doesn’t take 
long, but it just might save a life.” 

Dr Penny Gregory concluded “Any child death is a tragedy, and made all the worse when the death was 
preventable. Anything that can be done to stop an otherwise preventable death is, in our view, immeasurably 
worthwhile.” 
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For further comment : 

Dr Penny Gregory : 0418 454 924 ; Mr Eric Chalmers : 0402 097 339 ; Ms Cherry O’Connor : 0411 480 437 
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